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Abstract: This study has concentrated on the analysis of architectural spaces of the movie “Dodes-ka-den”,
about slow-pace child by Kurosawa, based on three principle Lacanian orders i,e Imaginary, Symbolic and Real.
Lacan considers these three orders as three ways of expressing human reality and he usually identifies reality
as a combination of symbolic and imaginary order. An especial space of imagination, symbolism and reality is
dominant throughout the movie where the architectural space is one of its principle elements. The research
method is analytical-descriptive with a combination of quantitative (from theory to case) and qualitative (from
case to theory) analysis. The research gets to this conclusion that Kurosawa intended to make a movie based
on these three orders by Lacan and he has been influenced by Lacan’s viewpoints when designing the scenes,
inner architecture, perspective and sense of space. He considers Lacan’s three orders in spaces related to
Rokkuchan (film’s main character) i’e drawings, continuous movement space, space of calmness and also mirror-
stage space and in these plots he describing architectural space. 
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INTRODUCTION unconscious sense, to be accessible, then by a research

This research analyzes the architectural spaces of Lacanian expression of Rokkuchan and other characters
Kurosawa’s Dodes-ka-den considering Jacques Lacan’s related to his society and architectural spaces of the
psychoanalysis. Jacques Lacan, a Freudism psychologist, movie will be analyzed. The spaces Rokkuchan makes out
is one of the greatest psychoanalysts who produces of this complete and consistent set are connected directly
psychoanalytical links in medicine, psychology, to psychological and unconscious dimensions Lacan
philosophy, mysticism and other sciences. This movie is defines.
a summary of a famous director’s experiences showing a Dodes-ka-den is a movie about shanty dwellers and
mental-retarded child, Rokkuchan, whom we name “slow- a slow-pace named Rokkuchan who narrates the story. He
pace”, in connection with a small and shanty dwelling leaves home while he repeats the words dodes-ka-den
society around Japan. As an architect and psychoanalyst, taken from the noise of train and he passes through
Kurosawa challenges the cinema. He considers all points, shanty dwellers and retells the story for spectators and
designs the scenes very carefully and intelligently, finally he gets back home. The director shows events
criticizes scenario in  different  stages  for  many  times happening to these miserable people of the society in a
and  makes  his  movie  scenes  without any abundance. very simple way and including shanty dwelling space,
In this regard, we need to know about basic and imaginary and subjective spaces created in a person’s
psychoanalytical viewpoints of this movie. The methods unconscious are shown with a profound, not superficial
and  patterns  provided  make  Rokkuchan’s character vision. The viewpoint is much close to Lacan’s theories
pass  simply through shanty dwellers and it causes and points to imaginary order, symbolic order and mirror-
hidden dimensions existing in spectator’s mind, as an state  of  real  order  in  primary  period  of  his  thoughts.

method, we will note later, considering Dodes-ka-den,
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The main question is about the position of Lacan’s ideas
in the atmosphere dominant in movie and the influence  it
has on architecture and also the goal of getting to a
knowledge about human conscious in order to design an
architecture suitable for them.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A special research method is needed due to multi-
dimensional and complicated nature of the research.
Therefore an innovative research model should be
provided. The method used in this research is analytical
and descriptive and it’s a combination  of  qualitative
(from case to theory) and quantitative (from theory to
case) methods. For the reason that experts are interviewed
and  asked questions, phenomenological method has
been applied as well. Here Pierce’s logical model is the
base of research.

In this logic, inference is carried out by analytic
induction: from whole to part and synthetic induction:
from part to whole. First, research trend is from theory to
case which is deductive then from case to theory which is
inductive. In the former, research method is quantitative
and in latter it would be qualitative. In the following, the
method in graph 1 of Pierce’s logic continues from first
theory to the first case and so on: as a quantitative
method, theory 1 comes to case 1 (deductive) then from
case 1 (qualitative) it goes to theory 2 (inductive) and the
research continues to infinite.

Generalities: In this section, first we assess Lacan ideas
then the movie and architectural environment dominant in
it will be explained.

Jacques Lacan (1901-1981): Undoubtedly, Lacan, a
French psychoanalyst, has been the most controversial
psychoanalyst after Sigmund Freud. Furthermore, he had
the most strong and prominent influences on theorists of
intra and extra-domain of psychoanalysis in the past and
caused certain advancements in literature, philosophy,
feminism critiques and cinema theory [2].

Lacan applies Claude Lévi-Strauss’s viewpoint (1949)
when explaining language theory as a symbolic order.
Language is an element representing  subjectivity
because its structure always implies the referring to the
others. In addition, symbolic order is an order engraved
on nature’s body and it needs no genealogy or
relationship discipline. Using Hegel’s Dialectic method
and Ferdinand de Saussure‘s linguistics, Jacques Lacan
tries to rewrite Freud’s ideas so that  psychoanalysis can

Fig. 1: (source: [1])

The three orders:

Fig. 2: Mirror-state function; M is the mirror, A is the
Otherness, the vase on the right is proud Ego
and inverted vase is child’s body (source: [4])

take a part in all areas of human presence. He
accomplishes this task in a way that he goes beyond his
course and he combines psychoanalysis with politics,
philosophy, literature, science, religion and almost all
other educational courses [3]. To reach and attain what he
expects and wants of psychoanalysis, he lays the
foundation of three orders or bases including Imaginary,
Symbolic and Real orders.

Imaginary Order: Imaginary order (I) represents an
endless search for Ego. Lacan points out that human
being are born immature, meaning that several years after
they are born they don’t have control over their bodily
movements. After 6 months, children try to acquire this
coordination and self-identification. They solve this
problem by looking at themselves in the mirror (a real
mirror or mirror of an Other). Children’s picture in the
mirror gives them a comfort because they lack a thorough
imagination of themselves. They assume each part of their
body belonging to the other. The picture in the mirror
helps  children  build  a thorough   imagination   of  them.
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Fig. 3: Schematic description of Three principle orders Fig. 4: Relationship between the subject and missing
(source: [6]) idea (Source: [7])

Looking at others in the mirror and paying attention to Real Order: Real order introduces some realms of life that
their movements, children try to have subtle and are unidentifiable. Actually, real order is the world before
coordinated movements to be complete and perfect like it is broken into pieces by language. It is an order which
them. This struggle results in the creation of self or Ego. is unwilling to be symbolized so it doesn’t enter the
“Ego is of a disjoint or incoherent structure and is language to be identifiable. Simply put, HIV is a good
fragmented between itself and its image. This is why it is example of this issue. Some consider it as a good
always  trying to unify Other (an image in mirror or punishment for homosexuals and a retribution for not
another person seen) and itself. Actually, ideal Ego is the obeying Christian lifestyle. Some believe it was a plan by
main nucleus of imaginary order. It is an exaggerated CIA to reduce the population of Africa and some identify
image a person makes of himself and it is based on it as a result of human intervention in nature. All these
desirousness [5]. Imaginary order is an order Lacan different interpretations are made because this disease is
despises. He believes that modern time represents the dumb. A disease that for some reasons is nerveless or
highest point of human’s imaginary order because he is careless. HIV is an attack by real order and the efforts
busy with himself and conquering the world by what he made to symbolize and enter it to language realm, are
has created. abortive. They try to find a message in real order that has

Symbolic Order: Symbolic order (S) includes all those we meaning exists just in symbolic order. In Fig 4, two
name realities, from language to law and all social movements  are  shown  in  red.  The  first  is the
structures. Symbolic order is a domain where we are movement  that  its axis is circumference of cylinder and
considered as a part of human society. Human beings are the second is the movement of cylinder circumference
involved in symbolic order even before they are born. around central hole. Searching for different desires or
They belong to a distinct race, country, language and ideals in symbolic world can be compared to the first
family and they have their own social, economic and movement but this movement makes us unaware of main
gender group. Even in some cases their names are movement around central hole (missing ideal). In other
selected before they are born. According to Lacan’s point words, the request for any ideal returns to the request for
of view, what forms symbolic order, is signification chain missing ideal [8].
or as he says signifier rule. He borrowed this term,
”signifier” from Ferdinand de Saussure, a linguist from Mirror Stage: The mirror stage is a concept in the
Switzerland. Saussure believed that language is an order psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan. Philosopher
of signs and every sign includes two parts: signifier and Raymond Tallis describes the mirror stage as "the
signified. Signifier is our imagination of sign’s sound and cornerstone of Lacan’s oeuvre [9].
signified is the concept related to that sound. In Initially, Lacan proposed that the mirror stage was
Saussure’s idea, language is a Relational or Differential part of an infant's development from 6 to 18 months, as
order i,e no sign can be interpreted independent from the outlined in his first and only official contribution to larger
other signs. psychoanalytic theory at the Fourteenth International

never existed there. Because real order is nonsense and
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Psychoanalytical Congress at Marienbad in 1936. By the
early 1950s, Lacan's concept of the mirror stage had
evolved: he no longer considered the mirror stage as a
moment in the life of the infant, but as representing a
permanent structure of subjectivity, or as the paradigm of
"Imaginary order" [10].

In a 1931 paper, Wallon argued that mirrors helped
children develop a sense of self-identity. However, later
mirror test research indicates that while toddlers are
usually fascinated by mirrors, they do not recognize
themselves in mirrors until the age of 15 months at the
earliest, [11] leading psychiatrist Norman N. Holland to
declare that "there is no evidence whatsoever for Lacan's
notion of a mirror stage."[12] The mirror stage describes
the formation of the Ego via the process of identification,
the Ego being the result of identifying with one's own
specular image. At six months the baby still lacks Picture 1: Child in mirror stage
coordination, however, Lacan hypothesized that the baby (source:[15])
can recognize itself in the mirror before attaining control
over its bodily movements. The child sees its image as a DISCUSSION
whole, but this contrasts with the lack of coordination of
the body, leading  the child to perceive a fragmented Lacan’s Concepts in Movie: In mirror state, Lacan
body. This contrast, Lacan hypothesized, is first felt by considers the habit of environment recognition among
the infant as a rivalry with its own image, because the creatures as an imitation from the environment by animals
wholeness of the image threatens it with fragmentation; and explains child’s psychology and social image as a
thus the mirror stage gives rise to an aggressive tension fantasy captured in outer self-image by child who sees
between the subject and the image. To resolve this itself in the mirror. This inner-contrast and selfsame-
aggressive tension, the subject identifies with the image: imagination with the other side will change. Accepting
this primary identification with the counterpart is what outer image of self and inner self-imagination gives a
forms the Ego.[13] The moment of identification is to feeling to the person that he can do whatever he was
Lacan  a moment of jubilation since it leads to an unable to do before. 
imaginary sense of mastery. Yet, the jubilation may also Rokkuchan is the child that, imitating a train station,
be  accompanied by a depressive reaction, when the accepts the image of environment which is the same train
infant compares his own precarious sense of  mastery station and starts narrating the story. He lives with his
with the omnipotence of the mother. This identification mother and he tries to be the one his mother believes he
also involves the ideal ego which functions as a promise can’t, he calls it “Falus”. It is not a wish nor a desire and
of future wholeness sustaining the Ego in anticipation. it makes Rokkuchan to pray, in imaginary world, for

The mirror stage, Lacan also hypothesized, shows mother’s wish as his mother does. Lacan believes that in
that the Ego is the product of misunderstanding – Lacan's the absence of child’s father, his power of struggling to
term "méconnaissance" implies a false recognition. be falus is higher compared to his mother. Rokkuchan,
Additionally, the mirror stage is where the subject with the help of his mother, finds this symbolic world,
becomes alienated from itself and thus is introduced into which is beyond fantasy or imagination, in the
the Imaginary order. relationship between himself and his mother. Father’s role

The Mirror Stage has also a significant symbolic is omitted and grandfather is considered as a guide.
dimension.   The   Symbolic   order   is   present   in  the Lacan’s point of view is that the basis of child’s
figure  of  the  adult  who is carrying the infant: the captivity in mirror’s trap is identity-imagination which is
moment after the subject has jubilantly assumed his image named fantasy or imagination. The mirror in movie is the
as his own, he turns his head toward this adult who same train for Rokkuchan. He supposes himself as a train
represents the big Other, as if to call on him to ratify this and the role he acts is a train driver causing a self-
image [14]. imaginationfor him. Lacan notes the importance of
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signifier    meaning   the   language   and  body The Place of Lacan Ideas in Movie: In this movie,
movements which create a message and he explains Kurosawa uses unintelligible concepts for society and
signifiers  through  Rokkuchan   as   a   connected  chain intelligible ones for unconscious and reality-resembling
in   society.   These   signifiers   influence   the  society. world. If language contains structure, speech will be
The common point between Kurosawa and Lacan is that considered as an action which produces meaning and
none of them wants to note to an answer. Rather they gives identity to informant. The structure of the movie is
consider a symbolic settlement of shanty dwellers society designed based on Japan’s technology, custom, language
from the point of view of a mentally-retarded person as a and an exact psychoanalysis of speech and language
mad subject in society and a learned guide man named considering Dodes-ka-den’s phone.
Tamba showing hidden dimensions and People who rely on some dreams far from reality to
unconsciousness. tolerate hard times of their life are caught in the trap of an

The two characters who influence hopeful and image which results in self-alienation. This external
positive way of thinking are the slow-pace Rokkuchan element is the same apparent character shown in the
and his artisan grandfather. They are as a bridge between movie and considers Rokkuchan as a mentally-retarded
apparent and secret making external and content structure one, Tamba as a learned man and the step-father as the
of movie, in sum we can consider these two as influences external elements have, actually in real world
complementing each other. Table 1 shows this this man is kind and lovely and behaves like a real father.
relationship. This view is dominant throughout the movie.

Table 1: Comparative Measurement of Rokkuchan and Tamba (source: authors)
position Rokkuchan Tamba
The role of actor Slow-pace Guide
Position in film Repeats movie name, Dode-ka-den, is self-pretending 

and drives the train Shows hidden dimensions of movie and life train to the people
Kurosawa’s viewpoint Why slow-pace syndrome? Spectator answers it Is a hero not the same as red-beard or swordsman
Religion Relationship with Buda Executing Buda rules, not war and murdering rules
Analyzing the movie Introducing movie characters Sympathy and communication with people
Lacan’s Psychoanalysis Symbolic, apparent and external dimension of character Hidden contents
Role in society Has the position of a mad person in society Has a guide and learned man’s position
Inner personality Kind and merciful Loves all people and believes they are in pain and suffering so one should

be kind to them
Society Beliefs dominant in society Omits wrong beliefs

Table 2: The place of Lacan’s Three Principle Orders (imaginary, symbolic, real) in the movie (source: authors)
Imaginary Real
Apparent dimension of character, evident for all, Hidden character, reality is what Kurosawa shows
it creates fantasy and imagination. It’s a superficial to spectator with a scientific analysis after leaving

Symbolic recognition, an exaggerated image of person imagination behind
Movie characters have a meaning that is usually real based on his wishes 
Rokkuchan Slow-pace, narrator  Kind, passionate
Tamba Guide  Kind, passionate
Spasmodic man Problems of living with a woman and conscience Women-lover
Spasmodic man’s wife Harsh and not kind Kind, merciful
Laundresses Hard-working and busy with their job Curious in others’ affairs
Wine-bibber men and women Confederate Non-confederate
Disappointed man Negative lifestyle, suicide Living with memories of his wife and his children
Comb-maker man Step-father Kind father
Unstrained woman and comb-maker She has children with several men Lives with a person and doesn’t care about other

men
Crazy beggar Poor, miserable, a beautiful house in mind, 

beautiful doors in dream, madness, far from reality
Unworthy world, like Buda who sits on flowers 
and accepts his child’s death

Beggar’s child Strong and live, thief, hungry, smart, healthy, Death, dies, without any religion
living with father Burglar who broke in Tamba’s home
Liar, thief Reality, truth, miserable, needs help, drowned in

life
Lonely man Unemotional In world inside, loving his wife
Lonely man’s wife waiting Miserable lover
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Kurosawa believes, based on Lacan’s viewpoints, illogical and painstaking psyche is considered as
that using dream and fantasy to give meaning to the world completely logical and proved. Again Lacan considers
is threatening, a world which is order-restorable. But its child’s recognition of what is his phone or tune. The child
principle significations or signifiers are absent and creates something which goes out of him while hearing
hidden. He describes shanty dwellers’ morale, as a world that sound at that part of time is confusing for him. In a
of people in a limited society, in the huge society of Japan psychotic person the same sound and speeches are heard
with all problems and properties it has in its own borders through fantasy or dream. So unconsciousness is
and takes weak points in consideration. Psychosis is explained in different ways for the people in the movie and
dominant on phantasm and replacing significations is the decisions are made for them. Lacan believes that language
standard of real life which Freud names it “Oedipal is designed by media structures and other people so it
signification”. doesn’t show real identity of a person. Because words

Symbolic functions happen a lot in this movie; even don’t belong to the person’s inner Ego. In this movie, it is
father in Lacan’s idea is a symbolic order. Kurosawa said that this unconscious which passes through
shows a character in this movie that lives with a psychotic’s logic, causes a self-alienation. While in a
prostitute. The woman has many children and the man scene when the spasmodic man’s friends talk about self-
tells them that if you call me father then I will be your alienation in the form of exchanging ideas about his wife
father. Lacan believes that this is not a real character and and saying that she is bad tempered, she doesn’t conform
it shows a symbolic function. A distinction happens to the patterns of a good lady and he should divorce her,
between real cause of being a father (sperm) and Kurosawa tries to show that for a psychotic, only
functional symbolic task of being a father. The word accepted illogical concepts are not formed but social
“father” is beyond biological reality of man and Lacan patterns and their relationships with person’s criteria can
puts the example of Virgin Mary who has a child without result in illogical solutions as well. Lacan points to this
any sexual relationship. A pregnant woman in a holy place issue in “I love you” sentence. Do these words come from
is the distinction between a real father and symbolic another place or a person said them to the other? Anyway
dimension of it, in this movie, in contrast with other it forms a lingual identity for a certain person who said it
movies by Kurosawa, the issue is symbolic setting of to his/her partner. The man loves his wife because she
people who live with their fantasies and in their dreams. was beside him at hard times of life. He also makes the
Characters can leave the other world and find place for spectator feel ashamed due to having an undeserving
themselves in a larger symbolic world. In this regard we perception about this woman.
can have different viewpoints. There are three viewpoints As he puts a physician in the movie “red-beard”,
in this movie: Kurosawa shows a learned man in this movie who deals

Freud: self remedy for a psychotic making imaginary dwellers and works like a psychoanalyst. Lacan’s
models viewpoint about mental problems of a psychotic person

Lacan: the effort to give meaning to models and primary cause him be drowned in desires and wishes of passive
forms world. Then omitting disastrous dimensions will help, like

Chlorambo: considers this fantasy as a forced task which beside him but he doesn’t offer any guidance till at the
leaves the psychotic, deep in self-conceit and imagination end, the person himself gets to the point that life is so
and changes realities into delusions. Lacan believes that beautiful. We can see two ideas in Lacan’s point of view:
in psychotic’s point of view an exact and compulsory
series of logic form in person’s mind which can be seen in a view which aims at blessing and goodness
the mad person when his child dies. In his dreams, he a view which is phobia-making
builds a big house with a big swimming pool for the child.
We can see mania beside love, when a girl falls in love The whole shanty dwellers society except Rokkuchan
with a kind and helping guy. Psychotic logic leads her to and Tamba are in phobia realm and these two save
kill that boy because she wants to keep that love in her goodness and blessing (see the table). Communication
mind forever and stay with that nice sense of love while between movie characters shows the structure of
the boy is dead. Understanding illogical concepts in an Rokkuchan’s character as a whole (Fig. 5).The slow-pace

with spiritual remedies and it is Tamba. He loves shanty

is that; do not inform the person about illness not to

a person who wants to commit suicide and Tumba is
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Rokkuchan was born in small shanty dwellers society of train pattern and beside Tamba’s house he reaches to
from social, cultural and linguistic point of view which are the station of religious and ethical orders. Rakoochan
formed before child’s birth and the reflection is seen in gives this message clearly to the spectator saying that
beggar child as well. Yet here, Rokkuchan’s signifiers in society should know movement of train and the place of
Lacan’s mirror stage are created as a train in child railway. Where Rokkuchan passes through the village and
characteristic and about beggar child, it is consolidated a realistic drawing of a landscape is drowned in his mind,
with his father’s fantasies. At the start of movie, he follows the train path and he makes the painter lay
Rokkuchan looks at his watch and prepares for leaving aside his equipments and himself from train’s way and say
and in a childish and silent space he starts self- with an objection that why he is standing on the way of
imagination and, using some words, he connects train. Regarding movie structure, train means life.
movement of train, names and the images in his mind to Rokkuchan is a train and other characters of the movie are
miserable society of shanty dwellers. He gets to the supposed as its wagons yet these wagons are other trains
station and stops. Here the artisan learned man is Tamba as well with different identities and different times of
who emphasizes and inspires Rokkuchan that you are in entering and leaving. Even when wine-bibber men and
contact with Buda, the prayers Rokkuchan and his mother women change their partners with each other, nothing
say to Buda to help Rokkuchan, gives him a real identity new happens next day. As Lacan puts, an imaginary
and the society that names him a mad and those children situation which is a painful and serious interruption.
throwing stone at him have no place in his inside Kurosawa gives a solution in this regard. He suggests
structure formed by his mother. The prayers he says to kindness, sympathy and religion. Unconscious and
Buda form an ideal order in child’s unconscious. As child hidden signs which considering Tumba, reveal their
grows up, his unconsciousness creates his image with symbolic decoding and at the top of this shanty dwellers
what his parents predicted. Relationship with his images society, it notes to the worst ethics possible in Japan.
and drawings by speech is an ideal element that identifies Offering his properties to the burglar, Tamba creates a
the structure and Rokkuchan’s trace. The Other or the Big symbolic solid society.Tamba doesn’t care about what
Other are the ones who make Rokkuchan’s relationship burglar takes or what he gives him. Everything is worth
with the world outside. The main reason of this for giving to the burglar. Even he tells the burglar that he
relationship is the place of his house near a train station, can come back if he needs something. It is not important
train is not seen but the sound it makes can be heard what he steals but the important thing is that he grants a
which is interpreted in mirror concept by Lacan and need. Tamba belittles material life and he understands a
regarding architecture, it is the Other space or pain worse than what burglar supposes for himself, so he
Heterotopias. This symbolic and structured frame is helps him to lighten the pressure of this pain and sorrow.
combined in child’s mind and speaks through his Language and speech concepts are very different in
unconscious. Rokkuchan’s Ego and self-idealism are two Lacan’s theories. When a man is going to kill himself he
different patterns. Self-idealism is the train and its driver gets disappointed. Having a phobia of slum, he makes an
yet Rokkuchan’s Ego  is  Buda.  What  Lacan  interprets illogical decision and then he settles it with his own logic.
of train is that the train at 10/30, even if it leaves late, is He describes his social position as an upset and
still the train at 10/30, even if its wagons are changed. The disappointed person but this speech is in contrast with
important thing is not what train contains but it is the language. His language is a structure promising and
place of train in a general order, the same interpretation of inspiring of his wife and children killed in the war. This
shanty dwellers around Tokyo which shows the place of contrast brings him from the domain of language to
human in society insignificant. Therefore identifying other speech. Lacan considers speech as an action containing
characters of society is hidden inside Rokkuchan. The active mind and the Other relating to the death of his wife
concept of train in this movie includes its own value. and children during war, it gives a kind of identity to the
Because it is an element in an order of differences which person. In his opinion, language is a structure made of a
is introduced based on structural linguistics and we can formal order. Imagining his memories and images of his
study it regarding two dimensions: the word “Dodes-ka- happy times during life, he enters the self-alienation of
den” with a phonetic value and the order of individual- language domain. Language is talking to self but speech
characteristic differences existing in movie is communication with other. When concept of language
characters.Rokkuchan first learns Buda prayers from his enters the speech, everything changes. Man identifies the
mother then he gains an auto-gnosis and self-imagination desire of suicide by a condition that he has poison then
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he dies and he enters the domain of request. But spiritual ausing  world  showed  in  this  movie,  is  seen in
conditions and details enter the domain of desire. Happy different  characters,  like the movie ”Unrest” by
times of life, smiles, signs and inspiring details of images Kurosawa   where   all   bad   and   devil  characteristics
and pictures and memories of laughter and objects and are  shown.  In  this  film  all  properties of a phobia-
issues related to human get to a point that this desire causing suffered shanty dwellers are noticeable. Another
stands in contrast with speech and language and results point is the feministic space dominant in the movie.
in a change in desire and is inclined to language and it According to Lacan, in Freud’s Edip triangle, father
omits the tension between asking for poison and the changes in the form of a name and then it becomes a
desire for life and it changes into the request for antitoxin symbolic  father.Rokkuchan  lives  with  his  mother  and
and desire for life. Lack of wife’s love and children brings he  tries  to be the one mother believes he can’t, Lacan
him to a new tension between desire and request and calls this falus which is neither a desire nor a wish and
Tamba lets him say unsaid. The man, saying what he has this  issue  makes  him  pray  for  his  mother’s  request
never talked about, finds out unconscious of life and its along with her. Lacan believes that in the absence of
hidden dimensions form speech request domain and he father,  looking for falus by the child is much stronger
begs for antitoxin. In this scene of movie like a comedy, than mother. With the help of mother, Rokkuchan finds
Kurosawa shows that the man is looking for antitoxin in this symbolic issue in the relationship between himself
the house. Kurosawa shows fantasy from the point of and his mother and father’s role is omitted. This state
view of a romantic crazy man. The man is hungry and he happens in bad-tempered woman and the prostitute as
lives in a bad situation in a place for broken-down cars well, shown in Fig. 5.
with his child. He sees the doors of a big building in his
dream which is shown too much artificial in the movie. He RESULTS
is far from life realities even the death of his child whom
he tells not to eat cold fish and that it should be heated Kurosawa shows the role of dream, imagination and
and causes his death, even at this time he dreams of a big fantasy in realities, pains and happiness. He describes the
swimming pool in consideration of child’s death. images of different movie characters in their life realities
Kurosawa considers the difference between desire and from different dimensions in a small society. The evident
wish very carefully. Two drunken men who believe all and hidden manifestations of Dodes-ka-den and the
women are the same, become self-aliened after drinking reality and fantasy dominant throughout the movie can be
too much wine and as Lacan puts, another element brings identified in this way.
them to the world of desire. They exchange their wives According to analysis carried out, architectural space
with each other but the day after they don’t feel any in the movie is based on Lacan’s theories in the following
change and they continue life. Self-alienation of phobia- which is described in Table 3 as well.

Fig. 5: Hidden feministic dimensions of movie
(source: authors)
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Table 3: architectural space in the movie ‘Dodes-ka-den’ based on Lacan’s theories (source: authors)
Concept of architectural space Real order Imaginary order Symbolic order architectural space Plot
A room full of drawings, Social space  Real characters of movie Imaginary drawings Drawings Rakoochan
animated figurative space, by patient
Imaginary, comedy, tragedy, 
expressionist (expressing 
feelings and tensions)

Movement of train, architecture of Heterotopias Life train’s path Narrator of story, Continuous
Heterotopias, dynamic architecture, mad slow-pace movement
using architecture without sense 
of space, (Fold and Macro mega)
The same as tribe houses in 
Delves theory (a house that 
doesn’t stop and moves before 
it reaches to a sense of space). 
is another space with daily 
events so it’s Heterotopias 
macro mega like rhizome

Holy mythic –place Utopia Savior of little Buda Prayer, little patient Calmness
Using world of myth which prior 
to that of philosophy…
In the world of myth one doesn’t 
ask questions and finds answers 
in myths like; Buddha, so he 
asks Buddha and waits for his wish

Plato’s archetype world, Other in society, image Other’s spirit Train movement Mirror stage
Figurative architecture. The of Plato’s archetype world
image of real world on 
existing one, other architecture,
synchronization in space

Fractal geometry, self-similarities, A savior leader from Savior of Great Doctor’s older patient Tamba
unrest environment, child and among people Buddha(pious)
great pious, little patient + older 
patient = Fold
(little Buddha+ great Buda)
Horizontal space-fold
Feministic movie with no 
identified point, great and 
little saviors are folded on 
each other in fractal space 
and are self-similarities 

Utopia inside dystopia Searching for utopia rich  poor Poor man
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Rokkuchan should be considered in 4 plots; The movie is feministic. There is no significant point.
drawings, continuous movement, calmness and mirror
stage:

In drawings, symbolic order is patient’s mind,
imaginary order is real characters on movie and real
order is social space.

In this plot, concepts of architectural environment are
shown as a room full of drawings, animated figurative
space, imaginary space, expressionistic space (feelings)

In continuous movement space, symbolic order is the
narrator, a slow-pace mad person. Imaginary order is
train’s path, life and motion and real order is
heterotopias space. In this plot, analyzing concepts
of architectural space, train movement is a symbol of
heterotopias and dynamic architecture. Using an
architecture without sense of space (fold, macro
mega) is like tribe houses in Delves theory (a house
that doesn’t stop, it moves before it reaches to a
sense of space). It is another space with no daily
events so it is heterotopias and it is macro mega in a
rhizome manner.
In calmness space, symbolic order is sick mad pious.
Imaginary order is the savior like; little Buda and real
order is the space of utopia. In this plot, analyzing
the concepts, architectural space is a holy mythic
space. Using the world of myth was prior to world of
philosophy. In the world of myth nobody asks a
question but finds the answers of questions in myths
like; Buda, so he asks Buda and waits for the answer.
In mirror-stage space, symbolic order is train’s
movement. Imaginary order is other spirit like; little
Buda and real order is other society space and
Plato’s archetype world. In this plot, they are Plato’s
archetype world, figurative architecture, the image of
world of reality on existing world and Other
architecture.

Also Tumba should be considered when providing
architectural space:

Symbolic order is the patient and the doctor.
Imaginary order is the savior like; great Buda and real
order is the leader who saves people and is from them too.
In  this  plot,  analyzing  architectural  space,  fractal
geometry  is  dominant  in  the  form  of  self-similarities.
The unrest space, the child and the pious, little and older
patients, little and great Buda are  folded  on  each  other.

Little and great saviors are folded on each other in fractal
space and they are self-similarities.

Poor man should be considered when providing
architectural space:

Symbolic order is the old man. Imaginary order is the
rich one and real order is the man searching for Utopia. In
this plot Utopia is from inside Dystopia.

CONCLUSION

This study considers architectural space of Dodes-
ka-den, a movie by Kurosawa, based on three principle
orders of Lacan i,e imaginary, symbolic and real orders. In
the research provided based on a model, Lacanian
explanation of Rokkuchan’s character and others related
to his society and the architectural space existing in the
movie formed with them, it is concluded that the spaces
Kurosawa makes from a complete and continuous series
in the movie, are connected directly to psychotic and
unconscious dimensions Lacan introduces. In this movie
and in a shanty dwelling society a slow-pace named
Rokkuchan narrates the story. In the story, shanty
dwelling space shows imaginary spaces formed in
people’s unconscious. This viewpoint is like Lacan’s
ideas showing imaginary, symbolic and real orders in his
primary thoughts.

The research gets to this conclusion that Kurosawa
intended to make a movie based on these three orders put
by Lacan and he has been influenced by Lacan’s
viewpoints when designing the scenes, inner architecture,
perspective and sense of space. He considers Lacan’s
three orders in spaces related to Rokkuchan i’e drawings,
continuous movement space, space of calmness and also
mirror-stage space and in these plots describing
architectural space, he defines other architecture in the
form of animated figurative space, imaginary space, bitter
comedy, expressionistic space (expressing feelings) and
in some cases architecture of heterotopias, dynamic
architecture, architecture with no sense of space (Fold
and macro-mega) and in some, holy and mythic space and
also Plato’s archetype world, figurative architecture, the
image of reality world on existing world. In spaces related
to Tumba, he considers the three orders as well and when
explaining concepts of architectural space, he provides
fractal geometry in the form of self-similarities, unrest
space and feministic space. In spaces related to the poor
man there is a manifestation of utopia created in dystopia.
This space which is introduced as utopia seems too much
artificial.
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Kurosawa was successful in providing architectural 6. Http://fa.wikipedia.org
space based on this principal except for imaginary order 7. Http://fa.wikipedia.org
which has been defined artificially. 8. Http://fa.wikipedia.org.
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